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Gratitude to artist Henry Stanton
https://brightportfal.com/2020/09/29/journey-
to-incarnation/

“Journey to Incarnation”



BI 211 Student



And Culture and Science



“Culture and Science or Science and Culture?”

BI 211 Student



Science is personal too

BI 212 Students



BI 211 Student’s  response to 
an “energy transformation” 
prompt

Summer Fireflies Night Lights by Tara Krishna



A Haiku

BI 211 Student



An Energy Transformation Haiku

By a BI 211 Student

By a BI 213 student



This student wrote their book with a theme of 
difference and acceptance

Telling a story in a 
children’s book

By a BI 213 student



Students could choose how to tell this story. Here are 
two examples



SPRING 2020

“Communicating Science through Art”

A collaboration 
Sandy Sampson
Linda Fergusson-Kolmes, and I 
Art and Drawing Classes and Biology

Nicole, Art Student



Victoria, Art Student



Opportunities

• Student Portfolios 

• Advising/ Support across educational experience within Academic and 
Career Pathways

• Student Cohorts?

• CONNECTIONS!!  PUT the HART (Humanity and Arts Initiative) in STEM!



With Biology and other STEM subjects, there's a common emphasis on learning material through a 
series of content memorization, which can result in less-than-stellar connections across different 
learning concepts. But with creative assignments and an emphasis on student-choice during last 
year’s biology class, it felt like I had the freedom to undertake new lessons without losing sight of 
practical applications or other related biological concepts. This creative approach to teaching has 
helped me gain new insights in not just my own pursuit of biology, but has also translated into a more 
open-ended and growth oriented mindset when undertaking other pursuits. Josephine Pino’s Biology 
class's open ended approach to learning new skills has given me newfound confidence to apply for 
jobs in the sciences in areas outside of my current scope of knowledge. The outcome: I am now 
entering the first step in my career working at the American Red Cross in biomedical services, which 
is a direct extension of some of the focus areas I undertook while taking Pino's Biology class!

With permission, from a Bio 212-213 student





If time allows

Sam, ART Student






“Remote”Fermentation Research – Student Questions

Does grape type affect yeast fermentation rate?

Does a salivary enzyme effect the rate of fermentation?

Do different variations of a kimchee recipe impact the acidity of the fermented 
product?

Does the addition of probiotic bacteria change the rate of fermentation in milk?

If time allows
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